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ICS: The Journey So Far
▪ UK Government funded youth volunteering-for-development
programme
▪ Launched in 2011, currently in the extension of it’s 2nd phase
▪ Lead by VSO; ICS is delivered through a consortium of volunteersending development agencies
▪ Over 35,000 young people from the UK and host countries have
volunteered with ICS across 32 countries

▪ ICS aims to contribute to three
overall outcomes:

▪
▪
▪

Sustainable development for
communities
Personal development for the
volunteers
Active citizenship
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The ICS Model
7 Quality Principles
QP1- A diverse range of young people are given the
opportunity to participate in the programme
QP2- Volunteers are suitably supported throughout the
programme to ensure optimal personal development
and effective placement outcomes
QP3- Every ICS placement must aim to achieve some
kind of development impact

QP4- Shared working and learning between young
people from different countries is a critical aspect of the
programme
QP5- ICS volunteers must become an integral part of
the community while on placement
QP6- ICS volunteering learning is supported and
encouraged through all parts of the journey
QP7- ICS volunteers continue their commitment to live
as active citizens after the programme is finished

Delivery model
•Team-based approach
•Community-focused
•Youth-led
•12 week placements
•1-1 ratio of UK to in-country
volunteers
•18-25 year olds and 23-35 for
Team leader
•Host homes
Activities
1. Peer education
2. Community infrastructure
3. Awareness raising
4. Training
5. Resource development
6. Action research
7. Community networks
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Why Inclusion Matters

•

What does inclusion mean
for youth volunteering?

•

Why it is important?

•

What have we achieved to
date?
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Achieving Inclusive and Accessible
Volunteering Opportunities for Young People

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Intentional programme design:
ambition, marketing and
recruitment, application and
assessment, support
Informed by research and
stakeholder voice
Effective resourcing
Value of partnerships
Innovation- Bespoke
Programmes
Harnessing data and quality
assurance
Learning and adaptation

VSO ICS Ghana, November 2017.
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Innovation and Research
•
•

‘International Volunteer Opportunities for All’
project, in partnership with France Volontaires, explored
how diverse young people can be supported to
participate in international volunteering initiatives
Conducted research with Manchester and Lancaster
Universities to explore the relationship between
international youth volunteering and mental health

• Fidelity Foundation Research explored
perceptions of and barriers to international
volunteering for young people from low
socio-economic backgrounds
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Inclusive Programme Design:
Diversity Targets

•

What does inclusion
mean programmatically?

•

What does inclusion
mean in context?

•

What is our ambition?

•

How do know we are
successful?
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Inclusive Programme Design:
Marketing and Recruitment

•

Marketing methods must
appeal and be accessible to a
range of different young
people

•

Marketing materials must
portray an inclusive
programme

•

Develop knowledge of
inclusion amongst key teams
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Inclusive Programme Design:
Application and Assessment

•
•
•

•
•
•

Inclusive communication
Website content must be appealing
and accessible with diversity of case
studies presented
Accessible application form with
additional guidance made available
Inclusive and accessible assessment
methodology
Diverse Volunteer Selectors
Knowledge of inclusion should be
strengthened for both application and
assessment teams
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Inclusive Programme Design:
Support Across the Volunteer Journey

•

Comparable support available across the entire ICS volunteer journey:
from pre-departure, placement in country and upon return/resettlement
Provide additional support to empower young people and underpin
broader participation:

•

-

Disclosure process and confidentiality
Personalised Support Plan
Accessible training and learning
curriculum across journey
Specific training, guidance and
capacity building for staff (E.G LGBT+,
Duty of Care)
On placement support
Access fund to support reasonable
adjustment

Innovation: Bespoke Disability Programming
International Service ICS REACT Programme
In 2018, International Service
delivered the REACT project,
where ICS volunteers from both
the UK and Ghana, 50% of them
with visually impaired, went on
their ICS placement in Northern
Ghana to raise awareness on
disability rights. Through playing
and organising sport events
around the Paralympian sport
Goalball they challenge disability
stigma community
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VSO ICS Deafway Programme
In 2016, VSO worked with Deafway to
send a group of Deaf British volunteers
with ICS to Kenya, where they worked
alongside young Deaf Kenyan
counterparts to increase social,
education and economic opportunities
for Deaf Kenyans. A continuation of the
project involving an integrated team was
implemented in 2018 with the support of
2016 alumni.
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Conclusion
▪ Intentional prioritisation of inclusion has enriched our
programmes, fostered relationships and helped achieve our mission

▪ Inclusion is hard and challenges established practice – requires
ambition, leadership buy-in, human resource and technical
expertise

▪ Inclusion of young people's voice to inform practice is key
▪ Inclusion is only possible when resourced
▪ Importance of data management systems
▪ Continuous learning and adaptation
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